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The confinement of surface plasmon modes in flat nanoparticles gives rise to plasmonic breathing modes. With a vanishing net dipole moment, breathing modes do not radiate, i.e., they are optically dark. Having thus escaped optical detection, breathing modes were only recently revealed in silver nanodisks with electron energy loss spectroscopy in an electron microscope. We show that for disk diameters \( \geq 200 \text{ nm} \), retardation induced by oblique optical illumination relaxes the optically dark character. This makes breathing modes and thus the full plasmonic mode spectrum accessible to optical spectroscopy. The experimental spectroscopy data are in excellent agreement with numerical simulations. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4900615]

Plasmonic nanoparticles made of metals such as silver, gold, or aluminum are prominent examples for strong light-matter interaction. The free metal electrons are driven to resonant oscillations at specific light frequencies that are set by the choice of the metal, the surrounding medium, and the particle geometry. The resulting strong field enhancement and confinement plays an important role in surface enhanced spectroscopy, nonlinear optics, and near field microscopy and it is exploited in applications such as data storage or biosensing. While spherical nanoparticles are well described by Mie theory, the plasmonic mode spectrum of (lithographically fabricated) flat nanoparticles, e.g., nanodisks, can be decomposed into film and edge modes. On one hand, edge excitations constitute the well-known dipole, quadrupole, and higher multipolar modes. On the other hand, the confinement by the particle boundaries transforms the film surface plasmon to radially symmetric “breathing” modes. The fundamental breathing mode in a nanodisk is characterized by one circular and no radial node line, i.e., (0,1). This mode has thus a vanishing net dipole moment, i.e., it is optically dark (for disk diameters small compared to the light wavelength) and has thus escaped optical detection so far. It is, however, important to notice that dark modes can strongly interact with their immediate environment via their optical near field. This implies that dark modes can be probed by near field measurement schemes as provided, for example, by a passing electron beam, as recently employed to characterize breathing modes in silver nanodisks by electron energy loss spectroscopy in a transmission electron microscope. It was shown that the optical mode density of breathing modes is particularly high, which emphasizes their importance for any kind of near field coupling, e.g., in the case of combining nanophotonic components or sensing schemes. It is thus of paramount importance to characterize (and tailor) the full mode spectrum of a plasmonic nanoparticle. In this letter, we aim at relaxing the dark character of the breathing modes in silver nanodisks by a proper choice of an oblique optical illumination geometry. We show that breathing modes can indeed be probed optically, thus making the full plasmonic mode spectrum of nanodisks accessible to standard optical spectroscopy. We corroborate the experimental data with numerical simulations that show an excellent agreement.

Silver nanodisks are fabricated in regular square arrays (periodicity 1200 nm) by electron beam lithography using a poly(methyl methacrylate) resist on quartz substrates. Exposure and chemical development are followed by the evaporation of 30 nm mass thickness of silver and lift-off. The disk diameters are 115–315 nm (±2 nm), as measured using a scanning electron microscope. Optical spectroscopy is done with a standard optical microscope (objective 10×, numerical aperture 0.25), equipped with a halogen lamp source, a fiber-coupled spectrometer, and sample holder that can be tilted. Optical spectra are acquired in transmission (transmittance \( T \)), corrected to the instrument response (\( T_0 \)), and plotted as \( T/T_0 \), as a measure of the fraction of the light that is absorbed and scattered by the nanoparticle array.

The optical spectra of 30 nm high silver nanodisks with diameters of 115–315 nm, as acquired in perpendicular incidence, are summarized in Fig. 1(a). For small diameters, the (in-plane) dipole (D) excitation is the only peak in the spectra. This dipole peak shifts to longer wavelengths as the disk diameter is increased, as expected for an increasing particle axis ratio. For disks larger than 200 nm another peak appears close to the wavelength of 400 nm. The corresponding simulated spectra are plotted in Fig. 1(b). The simulations were performed with the MNPBEM toolbox that relies on the boundary element method. The permittivity of silver was taken from the tabulated data in Ref. 12, and the presence of the substrate was taken into account as an effective bulk index of 1.30 of the medium surrounding the particle. We calculate the extinction cross sections as a sum of the absorption and scattering cross sections, \( \sigma_{\text{ext}} = \sigma_{\text{abs}} + \sigma_{\text{sca}} \) for single nanoparticles, a value that can be directly compared to the experimental measurements on the nanodisk arrays. We find an excellent agreement of the simulated and the measured spectra. Plotting the corresponding charge distribution (inset in Fig. 1(b)) confirms the dominant peak as corresponding to the dipole excitation. The charge pattern of the short-wavelength peak shows that this excitation corresponds to the (1,1) disk mode, which is of odd symmetry (giving rise to a net dipole moment) and thus coupling to light.
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We now turn to the analysis of the optical spectra acquired at oblique incidence. The rationale behind this approach is to introduce significant phase retardation across the nanodisk diameter to relax the symmetry condition that prevents the coupling of the breathing mode to light (compare the inset of Fig. 3(b)). Depending on incidence angle, light wavelength, and disk diameter, retardation can support the coupling of light and plasmonic modes that is “forbidden” for perpendicular incidence.\textsuperscript{14} Fig. 1(c) shows the experimental spectra for the same samples as in Fig. 1(a), but now for an angle of incidence of 30°. Both the dipole and the (1,1) modes are reduced in intensity as compared to perpendicular incidence.\textsuperscript{14} Fig. 1(c) marks the broad feature corresponding in spectral position to the B and H modes in (d). The spectra are offset for clarity.

We illustrate the role of the incidence angle for the array of nanodisks with diameters of 215 nm in Fig. 2(a). Clearly, the quadrupole peak emerges as a function of illumination angle, in accordance with the expected angular mode profile. In addition to the quadrupole peak, there is a broad feature marked by the arrow at lower wavelengths. In contrast to the simulated data in Fig. 2(b), the experiment again cannot spectrally resolve the hexapole and breathing modes.

Besides the rather weak coupling efficiencies and thus spectral signal strengths, reasons therefore might include peak broadening due to inhomogeneous disk geometry variations within the array.
To improve the experimental conditions, we consider the transverse magnetic (TM) character of (film) surface plasmons and thus of the breathing mode and include polarization control to our measurement. As suggested by the inset in Fig. 3(b), retardation is expected to give rise to a field distribution across the disk that for symmetry reasons couples to the breathing mode only for TM-polarization. We thus expect improved signal strength for the polarization-controlled spectra. Fig. 3(a) shows the experimental spectra acquired on an array of nanodisks 215 nm in diameter for an incidence angle of 45° for both TM-polarization (green) and TE-polarization (blue). For reference, the spectrum for perpendicular incidence (red) is also included. First, the dipole (D) and quadrupole (Q) peaks are significantly stronger for TE-polarization, as the full electric field contributes to the excitation of these in-plane modes. Second, the breathing mode (B) is now indeed clearly observable around a wavelength of 430 nm. With all peaks red-shifted and stronger B and Q peak strengths due to increased retardation, the same observations are made for disks with a diameter of 315 nm, Fig. 3(c). All experimental data agree qualitatively very well with the corresponding simulations depicted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). Furthermore, the results are in agreement with the mode symmetry found in circular plasmonic patch nanoantennas. It is interesting to note that only disks with diameters >200 nm yielded clearly identifiable breathing mode signatures, which we thus take as the onset of efficient retardation-induced coupling to these radial modes.

In summary, we have optically probed the plasmonic breathing modes of silver nanodisks by employing retardation induced by oblique light incidence. We have shown that for adequate particle diameters, standard optical spectroscopy can probe the full mode spectrum of plasmonic nanoparticles. While not coupling to light in standard (perpendicular incidence) geometries, dark modes are important for nanophotonic architectures including plasmonic particles or, e.g., sensing due to their particularly strong near fields. Breathing modes have thus been taken into account and they should be accordingly characterized.
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